Introduction
This paper deal, with the efficient on-line calculation of supervisory controls for discrete event sytms (DES's) in the frameork oflimited lookaead control policies tha weintrodued i [1] . It builds upon the results presented in [11 d [2] cc g this framewok.
Consider a DES that is being controUled by dynamicallydisablilg/ enabling events after the exeution of each event by the controlled system. In uervisorv control withEmited lookahead policies (or LLPs), the control action after a given trace of events has been executed is calculated on-line on the basis of an N-step ahead projection of the behavior of the DES under oniAeration; this procedure is repeated after the systm executes any one of the enabled events. This is in contrst with the 'conventional" supervisory control prdg (o. [,7] ) where thecopeeon trol policy is of-li t n dels of the DES ad of the leal behvior. As in 1i LLPs allow to control timevaying DES's and they alo prde a means for dealing with the computational of vi synt for DEi's with large state space.
Refrece [1] p ts a deailed study of the LLP se along with its optimality poperti (in particular, in terms of N, the sise of the 'rolling window'). Reieenc21 is scifically concered with the [2] , the required supremnal controllable subanguage calculation is approachedas an optimal cotrol problem with a O/oo cost strcture. This optimal control problem is solved by using'dynamic programming ocr a state spae consisting of the nodes of a tree representation of the above-mentioned finite languages. Section 4.2 of [2] presets a backward dynamic prormmi algorithm over a given N-kwel tree for this calulation; this algorithm ephasi the beh calculations from N-level tree to N-level tree a the N-step window rolls with the execution of one (b ) e t b he DES, in addition to the inherent zecursiven from e kt level of the tree at a given step.
In this paper, we [2] for the calculation of LLP controls, but instead we adopt a forward calculation procedure over the state (i.e., N-level tree) of interest. This forward procedure impr upon the algorithm in [2] by avoin the explict considton of all the nodes for states) of the N-level tree, while s t i l l permittingstep-to-step i.e., tree-to-tree) recursivenes The proofs of our results, which can be found in [3] , are omitted here due to the space limitation. Somepreliminary results on VLP's and their application to the cat-and-mouse problem of [8] are reported im [4] . 2 Background and Problem Formulation Cozider a discrete evet sysm G, generator of the closed languageL(G) and the markedlanguae L(G) over the set of events E. E C SEisthe subet of uncontrollable events. As in [6] and [1] , we assume that L,,(Cg) = L(G), where the overbar notation denotes prefix closur C is tobe controlled by means of limited lookahead policies (LLPs), according to the on-line scheme preseted in [1] and depicted in Fig. 1 ii) (Vs L(G,9')) (aE S U {e}) &E L(G,9f<) 4 -a E -fp(().
The closed-loop marked behavior is L(G,9,f) n L,(G).
The control action y4(s) depends on the particular control problem under consideration and on the attitude adopted regarding the uncrtainty on the behavior of the system beyond N steps. In [2] , we have considered the %tandard' supervsory control problem (cf. [6] ) with either a conservative or an optimistic attitude (cd. 11). Given that the desired legal beavior for the closed-loop system L(G,ii'A) is the language R wh K C L,m(G), K $ * and K = YnLL(G), the control ation ',yf(s) at trace a E L(G) is defined as in [1] :, i.e., 'ri,(s-= LaI 1, uS. n ElSG)(s)
where
with respect to L(P) and E., SEG)(s)
= {a E : soE L(G)}.
The notation L(P) for the uncontrolled behavior and L4-L(P)
for the desired bavior is as in 12], except that now we explicitly identify the attitude as a subsrpt.
In this context, reference [2] reformulate the problem of finding the supremal controllable sublanguage in the limited lookshead window L(P) Ma a finite-horison optimal control problem. A tree generator (i.e., a generator whose digraph repentation is a tree) is used to represent the finite langu L(P) and thus each trace in the lookahead window L(P) is state ding tree generator state space, denoted by X. Each state do X is clasified, according to L,, as a member of one of the folowing three sets:
The set of legal states is defined as X4 = E{z eL(P): z E x= n xflX,.,.
The superscripts a in the above partition of X refer to the fact that the stats of X are clasified for legality and marking according to the particular attitude adopted, as can be seen in(2.1).
To reflect both the facts that a supervisor does not disable uncontrollable events and that we are i$terested in a nonblocking supervisor, we can appropriately asign the involved control costs and terminal costs of the optimal control problem under consideration (see [2] ). Furthermore, we have shown in Theorem 3 of [21 that the cost-to-go function of this optimal control problem, VY: X _ {0,oo}, can be decided as follows:
In relating the COstto-gO function V1N(z) to the control action 7yj(J) under consideration, we first recall Theorem 5 of [2] , which states how to a truct thleast-rerictiveoptimal policy from the cost-to-go function VjN of the optimal control problem (see (defie function cost-to-go (z) this function returs VZ(z).
case:
2. kxI< N Aa E X,.,: V(x) 0;return. Note th whEn SEp)(z) = 0, x must be in X., due to the nonblocking mption L.(G) = L(G).
The algorithms V.,f. and V. The costs-to-go derived by V,* belong to the set {0, U, o}. If V4(z) happens to be either 0 or 00, then the cost-to-go is certain, irresctive of the sstem behavior beynd Nis one of the dtaes that V: has ov V4., and V.T ; it enables us to tell whehe or not the control action is affected by the uncrtainty of the syste behavior beyond N steps any. We first define maz{Itl: (3 E In particular, when the undecided attitude is adopted, coststo-go at some states may be undefined (i.e., U). However, if the cost-to-go at a state is defied, then, as we show in the next theorem, it wil not chan as the system pros. As this result holds for all N, we will drop the superscipt N. Instead, in order to distinguish successive windon, we use a superscript t = sl to index all the relvant notation and the computational results of the current window rooted at a. We denote a = a'a, where a' is the previous trace before the execution of a E In particulr V is now defned as V : X 0,U,x}, where the states in X1"'ae labeled by the uniqu ctinuation of s that they correspond to. Therefore, z E Xt E X-'. When the VLP algorithm V. is applicable (i.e., when N' exists), the costs-to-go derived are all defined. In particula, T7, is a two-way track. Each track is divided into four sections.
The events E representing the movements of trains, the language L(C) describing the uncontrolled system1 and the legal constraint K safety and flow balance are the me as in [1] , except that the system here is open and trains can enter and leave the system. Also, to show how the VLP algorithms perform, the original legal constraint is artificially made non-closed and denoted by K. The reader is referred to [3] for complete details.
Before we present the results of our priments, we make the dimer that while the proposed VLP algorithms are efficient in finding on-line control actions in terms of the number of calculations required, their LISP implementation used for the experments may be far from the fastest one in terms of execution time. No special effort has been attempted to optimize the codes for these experiments. We believe that the execution time can shows that this isue is a worthwhile direction of investigation for improving the overall system respone time.
In addition, as the system 'roll? from one step to another, the percentage of re-utilization is about 12.5%. On average, the re-utilization rate should be about the inverse of the average number of events in an active set. However, the 21 new arriving trains during the one-hundred-step simulation are partially responsible for such a degradation of re-utilization, because the resultant structural changes virtually make all previous calculations irrelevant.
In Table 2 , we show for comparion purpo the simulation results when the original closed ange K is replaced by the noncloed lage K,,. While during the one-hundred-step simulation V. always terminates with finite computations, the readers are reminded that the sufficient bound defined in (4.4) does not exist.
For the case of KJ, four VLP algorithm variations have been implemnted: 14,,, 1%w,,., V,:, and V.. 
